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A Gift frIom

Gurkha

The daily work of grinding corn, ly Hindu country located between

By Mary Anne Mercer
It is dawn. Inside the mud and brick

house, the woman beside me lets
out a long, low moan-culminating

three days of intense pain. The

night has been a surreal collage of
her rhythmic, despairing cries, the
flickering light of an oil lamp, a soft

monsoon rain, and my snatches of
sleep on the open veranda. Finally,
the primeval moment-the infant is

delivered.

"Choraa ho," I call out to the
new grandmother standing in the
doorway. "It's a boy! Didn't I tell
you that you'd have a new grand-

carrying feed for the water buffalo, India and Tibet. I knew about the

bringing water for the house goes poverty and the high death rate
on. I smile, exchange the Nepali from diseases that could be pregreeting, Namaste, that is accom- vented or easily treated. I expected
panied by folded hands and a nod of that I would use my skills as a nurse

practitioner in a broader, more essential way than was needed in a
conventional practice back home.
cent back to camp.
What I didn't understand is the
As I walk, I mentally prepare
myself for the day's work ahead, for extent to which just being here, livmy reason for being in this King- ing here, would affect my own sense
dom of Nepal is not to deliver of who I am in the world. "You will

the head in respect, with all the

family, and begin the one-hour as-

babies. My major responsibility is to receive from this experience far
lead a team of Nepalis through more than you will ever give to it," I
Gurkha District to immunize all
read in the manual of Dooley Founchildren under the age of six and to dation/INTERMED, my sponsor-

son?" Her face shines with pride as

teach such simple but lifesaving ing agency. A year later, I am

she spreads the word to the baby's

health care practices to their parents beginning to understand the meanas the proper feeding of children ing of those words.
One week after I arrived in
with local products and oral rehydration treatment for the often fatal Gurkha, I was leading my group of
diarrheal diseases of infants.
seven across the monsoon-greened
Gurkha is the ancestral home
hills to a series of villages. Initially

father and assorted relatives waiting

outside.

It is another salmon-hued,
bird-song-filled morning in the Hi-

malayan foothills. I step outside

of the Shah dynasty, Nepal's Royal

we stayed eight days in each panchayat and trekked out each day

famed Gurkha soldiers originated.
Nearly 100,000 live here in remote
grandmother performs the ritual villages spread over approximately
cleansing of his velvety skin. His 500 square miles of rugged terrain.
banana-shaped head, molded from There are no roads. We travel on

from our central camp to each of its
nine subdivisions to immunize the

with the newest member of the vil-

lage, wrapped in his mother's old
sari, as he will be clothed for the

Family, and the area where the

first six months of his life. The

so many hours of labor, is scrutin-

foot to most of the 50 panchayats,
political subdivisions similar to our

ized; my reassurances are needed.
Suddenly, it is just a normal counties, each about a day's walk
day in the village, like any other. apart. The people are very poor,
with an average per capita income
of about $100 a year.
I am here because I wanted to
live and work in another culture, to
team leader for Tom Dooley Foundation/
INTERMED in Nepal for 18 months in 1978- learn something about other peoples
1979 and, subsequently, spent 5 months and other places than those I know.
working in Thailand for the International Now, looking back, I am astonished

MARY ANNE MERCER, RN, MPH, ANP, served as

Rescue Committee with Cambodian refu-

by how naive I was about the life I

gees. At present she is a doctoral candidate would live here.

and lecturer at The Johns Hopkins Universi-

ty, School of Hygiene and Public Health,

Baltimore, Maryland.

I knew that Nepal, the site of
Mount Everest, was a predominant-

children and teach the parents.

Now, because of more efficient ad-

vance planning, our stay is shortened to four days.

Gradually the routines of my

nomadic life have become familiar,
even comfortable, except for those
days of strenuous trekking, either in
intense heat or over slippery trails,

rain-soaked by the monsoons. And
as my fluency in speaking Nepali,
the language, grows, so does my
friendship with the men and wom-

en of the team. They have become

the "family" with whom I share an
important part of my life.
There is a succession of season-

al fruits and vegetables to be sam-
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With each season I am a privi-

pled, and a series of festivals, which,

however interesting and colorful,

any significant possession). But all

leged witness to the year's religious

are inherently joyous to the Nepalis.

Festival of Lights when children, go

health care in this Asian culture is

and cultural celebrations. They Their religion, predominantly Hinrange from the bizarre (Holi Day, du but with a strong Buddhist
when water balloons and red pow- influence, is an intrinsic part of the
seemingly endless line of screaming
culture.
der are thrown at everyone), to
children and sad-faced villagers
The experience of delivering
quietly beautiful (Tihar, the Hindu
complaining of body pains and

usually disrupt our work. The daily

routine is often monotonous-a

stomachaches. Intestinal worm infestation is almost universal. But

caroling house-to-house), to almost often frustrating. Despite our sinmacabre (Dessain, in which thou- cere and endless attempts to comhealth care is the key, an immediate

sands of animals are sacrificed in
municate what we are doing and
means of entry into their lives. And
the paths, homes, and temples, andwhy, it is as if we have dropped into
life in the villages never ceases to
the sacrificial blood is used to bless
fascinate me.
the fifteenth century.

A village may be made up of
from 10 to 50 homes. These storybook cottages blend into the hill-

sides with a charm that the most

environmentally conscious urban
planner could not fault. They are
built of stone with mudpacked living surfaces, wooden windows and

doors, and thatched roofs.
In some areas cotton is grown,

picked, cleaned, spun, and woven
into white homespun from which

the traditional outfits of the men
and the turbans and sashes of the

women are made. Disposable goods

are unheard of, and it is rare to ever
see litter in the villages.

Food is produced by its con-

sumers. Rice, the staple, is grown by

every farmer and is eaten twice a
day, up to a pint per person per
meal. (That's a pint uncooked; after
boiling, it looks like a small mountain on their plates.) Crops of lentils
are second in importance, followed
closely by corn, dried and roasted,
that is eaten as an afternoon kaajaa

("snack"). Soybeans are similarly

prepared, and millet, used as a ce-

real or in pancake bread, is also

required to make raksi, their home-

brewed liquor. Wheat is used for

flour and mustard seeds are pressed
for oil. And there are assorted vege-

tables, many of which I had never

before encountered. Fruits, abundant in the summer and in the fall,

seem to grow everywhere. Farm
plowing is done with water buffalo

that are also milked; chickens pro-

vide eggs, and both of these animals,
in addition to goats, are occasionally

eaten for meat, usually in connec-

tion with a religious sacrifice.
As an INTERMED nurse, the au-

thor (right) immunized children
and taught parents the basics
of nutrition and rehydration.
American Journal of Nursing/July 1983 1049
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It is several months before I

ing for common health problems,
death, but when that proved to be

realize that no amount of education,
however, is the goal for which untrue,
we
they were modified. Now
explanation, or outright proof of the
strive. It seems to be the only viable
the prediction is that only certain
immunized babies will die-those
option.
efficacy of our Western systemlong-term
of
who received the kalo sui ("black
medicine will soon alter the villag- We try to be very sensitive to
cultural beliefs when recommendneedle"). Another rumor, and harders' basic skepticism. Until they are
ready to modify the centuries-old
ing treatment for any health prob- er to refute, is that the children will
belief that the usual causes of illness
lem. If the local remedy that is be sterilized; that the immunizaare evil spirits and one's karma, the being used is harmless, we assure tions are a new, devious form of
result of many lifetimes' worth of patients our treatments will not in- family planning on the part of the
good or bad deeds, change will
government. Intensive work by the
more educated local officials, news
occur slowly. Although other causes

of illness are recognized, particu-

about our successful treatment of

larly if a direct relationship can be
observed (for example, rotten foods

the sick, and our apparent goodwill
toward the people seem to have
softened fears with the passage of

causing a stomachache and diar-

rhea) the first choice in time of illness generally is a traditional healer,

time. We more often find welcom-

a local resident who specializes in

either herbal remedies or exorcism.

ing smiles when we reach a new village, and our statistics show a higher

If he fails, they may go to the hospital or come to us. Skeptically, they

percentage of vaccinated children.
Learning has not only been on
the part of the people here. I am

becoming more aware of culture

accept our treatment or advice and
often return home to try local cures.

and its effect on the lives of people,
here and at home, than I ever was. I

I shall never forget a threeyear-old, malnourished child who

seem to be gradually absorbing

some of the Nepalis' attitudes-I no

was a hollow-eyed skeleton the first

time I saw her. Later she was near
death because her mother failed to

longer get frantic when the agenda

Working within the culture offollow the feeding instructions we ten meant suggesting additions,
had carefully outlined for her. I was not replacements, to traditional
indignant, demanding to know why beliefs and practices.

she had let her child deteriorate so

doesn't happen as scheduled; nor do
I have as great a need for long-term

plans, feeling more content to live
in the present, however uncomfort-

able or boring or pleasant it might

be. And I feel a sense of kinship
with my team that I have experidoctor) had assured her that all the aged, tactfully, and a suitable substi- enced only with the closest of
child needed was exorcism. And so
tute found. Once a child, dehy-friends and family.
pitifully. The mother hesitatingly terfere with it. Often, however, tra-

explained that the jhakri (witchditional

remedies must be discour-

he performed a rite called "putlaa drated from diarrhea, was brought
Now, one year and many trekgarne" in which he "magically" re-to me. A neighbor was prescribingking days later, I prepare to leave
moved from her mouth a piece ofcow's urine for the child to drink. I
the villages. My friends on the team
sinewy material that, he said, had agreed that, indeed, encouraging
mourn, "Oh, now we know you so
been the root of the child's problem. fluid intake was important, but I well, and you're going to leave us.
It was two months after that rite
told the mother that I could show
We won't forget you, but you will
that I saw the child the second time.
her how to make "medicine water"
go back to your country and never
I believe that the mother was still

waiting for the rite to take effect.

at home that would be easier to

think of us again."
obtain and more effective. Actually, I protest and think sadly of the

No amount of verbal persua- this "water" is the standard rehyfriendships I must leave behind
when I return to a life these people
sion can bridge such a time and dration solution containing speci-

could not understand. More than
culture gap quickly. But the demon- fied amounts of sugar, salt, and bak-

stration of our goodwill and our ing soda that we taught to people
sadness, though, I feel a gratitude
concern for the people of the vil- throughout the country.
for the glimpses they gave me of
lages seems to communicate at least
Although the diseases we seek
their world and for allowing me to

as effectively as all our posters and to prevent are known to villagersshare
as it. To find that vast differences
teaching aids. Villagers bring theirserious problems for small children, in culture, customs, educasick to be examined, their wounds to they fear that the potential hazards
tion, religion, economic status, and

be stitched, and call us for compli-of the foreigner's sui ("needle")
life experience could blend so
cated deliveries. We contribute
may be far worse. When the immusmoothly into patterns of friendwhat we can because usually there
is
nization
project began, rumors
ship, love, and respect gives me reabout
newed belief in the existence of that
no one else with any knowledge
or the terrible results that would
befall children who received injec- battered concept of the family of
skills in modern health practice
tions preceded us to each new area. humankind. What better gift
within a reasonable walking distance. Local self-sufficiency in carInitially, the rumors predicted could I have received? 0
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